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User’s Guide for Birkeland Current Smart 
Caregiving Web Tools 

 

Note: This User’s Guide details a system undergoing development and bug fixes expected throughout 

CY2019. While major changes to individual function described is not expected to change, please be 

aware that minor differences from this guide may arise.  The latest version of the guide will be available 

on our website at www.birkelandcurrent.com/care .  The Version number and month of publication will 

be shown in the footer of the guide.  

1. Login and Dashboard View 
1.1  Go to https://birkelandcurrentdataaccess.com/HomeStatistics/Login.aspx  You will see 

the following webpage and prompt; 

 
 

1.2 Enter your User ID and Password provided by Birkeland Current.  This will take you to a 

Dashboard Interface that looks like this; 

 

http://www.birkelandcurrent.com/care/usersguide
https://birkelandcurrentdataaccess.com/HomeStatistics/Login.aspx
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The Dashboard shows live data for the facility being viewed.  The Dashboard will automatically 

refresh approximately once per minute to display the latest data.  You may see a flash on your 

screen as the refresh occurs.   

The Dashboard consists of several Widgets and Lists and may look different than the examples 

shown here. Login credentials determine access, and Dashboard preferences. Certain 

functionality (Widgets) may or may not be available to the specific person accessing the system.  

In the example shown above, there are a total of 14 common Widgets being displayed.   

A Widget is a specific software function and when accessed, may display as a plot, report, list, or 

graphic representation.  Clicking on a Widget from the Dashboard will take you to that Widget 

Graphical Interface. Closing a Widget will bring you back to the Dashboard.   

In Dashboard View, each Widget consists of a Dashboard Image which includes the Widget 

Name and summary or live data for that function.  If devices are checked from the Device List 

(red circles) in Dashboard View, those devices will be actively displayed in the Widget 

Dashboard Image and refreshed when the Dashboard undergoes an automatic refresh.   

As an example, the screen shot below shows a close-up of 3 items selected (AA075, AA186, 

C3019).  Note the RSSI Tracking, Temperature Tracking, and Single Device Watts Tracking are 

updated in Dashboard View.  Interpreting the data shown and the full functionality of each 

specific Widget will be described in its own section later in this guide.  

 

 

Depending on your browser or screen size, the list of available items (Device List) on the left side 

of the screen may appear as an active arrow as shown here; 
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Clicking on and off the black arrow will display the list of available devices like this; 

 

If your login credentials allow you to view multiple facilities the Pull-Down Menu at the top right 

will allow you to access individual facilities.  

 

To change between facilities, pick a specific facility from the Pull-Down menu. Note that most 

people will not have access to more than one facility.  The image below shows a second facility 

from the previous examples.  By choosing the facility, the Dashboard will automatically reset to 
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view all aspects of the selected facility including the available device list on the left side of the 

Dashboard. Note that the Dashboard will go through a Refresh to switch to the new facility and 

may show the previous facility for a few seconds after selection is made.  Once the refresh 

occurs all information will pertain to the new facility.  Only one facility can be viewed at any one 

time.  

 

1.3 Changing your Password can be accomplished by choosing Settings in the top right from 

any screen.  This will display the following user interface; 

 

Functions that are accessible and fields that the user has access to will be in black.  Typically, this 

currently only allows the user to change their current web password. Clicking on Change 

Password leads to the following standard interface for password maintenance; 
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If a user has administrative privileges, from the Settings screen, they can also add new users and assign 

them access or limit their access to certain facilities.  Likewise, if the user has privileges to more than 

one database (groups of facilities), they can set a preference in the Settings screen for the default 

database for their dashboard view.   Additional preference functions such as default units, default order 

of widgets, default widgets, etc.  are being added under the settings function.   

2. General Widget Interface 
 

Detailed instructions for each widget will be shown in separate sections below however, in general, all 

Widgets share a common user interface.  There are two principle types of Widgets; Device Widgets, and 

Tracking Widgets.  Device Widget allow a user to plot, graph, report, or display status on a specific 

device’s function (i.e. – usage, temperature, sensor values). A Tracking Widget provides plots, graphs or 

reports on the Real Time Location of an individual within a facility.  A Tracking Widget may also provide 

status data on devices and their location for context to the individual being tracked.  

For all widgets, when the widget is activated (clicked on) a list of relevant devices, sensors, or tags 

(people) will be displayed on the left side of the widget.  The list of relevant devices is dependent upon 

the function of the Widget.  For example, a Tracking Widget will provide a list of tags (people) available 

for tracking. A Device Widget will provide a list of devices. In many cases, the list will be a subset of total 

devices shown in the Dashboard View Device List. (i.e. the Shower Habits Widget will only show 

individual showers to select from.  If there is only one shower, only that one will be displayed.)  

In general, Widgets are time dependent – a report or plot over a user defined period.  When a Widget is 

selected, it will typically come up in Real-Time mode.  This will be evident by the button Real Time Data 

as shown in the example below.  In this mode, the display will refresh once per minute and will display 

the last two hours of data for selected devices or tags.  The start and stop time of the plot will be shown 

to the right of the Real Time Data button but will be greyed out.  
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Clicking on the Real Time Data button will switch the plot to Historic Data mode which allows the user to 

set the start and stop time.  Once start and stop times are input, the user needs to push the Run button 

to display the requested report.  Times can be entered directly in the start and stop fields or via the day 

and hour pull down buttons directly to the right of the start and stop fields.  

 

Once a plot is displayed, individual devices or tags can be turned on or off by clicking them in the legend 

without re-running the plot.  Note that the system will automatically re-scale for the remaining items 

being displayed.  The plot below is the same as the one directly above but with C3019 turned off from 

the legend. 

If a new device is added from the Device List the user has to either push the Run button again in Historic 

Mode or cycle between Historic and Real Time modes to generate the new plot with the updated 

selections in Real Time mode.  

Note that as the time scale increases, the chart automatically averages over longer and longer time 

periods. The Hover function (described below) can be used to see how much time there is between 

points.  For the standard 2-hour real time mode, points are averaged over 1 minute. For a 1-week 

Historic mode plot, the time between points is adjusted to approximately 8 minutes.  Note, raw data is 

available at typically 3-10 second intervals if necessary.  
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Cursor Hovering allows an individual to gain additional information about a specific point on a plot.  

What is shown in the Hover is dependent upon the Widget and will be described for each specific item 

below.  Typically, the X and Y values are shown in the Hover Field.  In the example below, the Hover 

shows the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and the Date and Time of the point selected.  

 

3. Specific Widget Interfaces 
 

System Up Check Widget 
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The System Up Check Widget shows the real time status of all Devices in a facility.  The Dashboard 

Display shown above provides a green or red status relative to the current connection between the 

facility and the Birkeland Current database. The speedometer gauge shows the percentage of devices 

that have been heard from in the past 30 seconds.  Note, for battery life purposes, not all devices 

routinely send data. Some devices only transmit data when in use such as a toilet sensing or bed sensing 

device.  For a typical facility, 80-100% is therefore normal.  The system automatically notifies Birkeland 

Current when devices or systems go off line for greater than 10 minutes.  

Upon clicking the System Up Check Widget, the following report is generated; 

 

This report is scrollable and displays current status for all devices and shows the last data transmission 

from the device, the elapsed time since the last transmission, and all active sensor information. Green in 

the time and date fields means it has been heard from in the past 20 seconds. Yellow indicates it has 

been heard from in the past 30 seconds, and red indicates it has been greater than 30 seconds since it 

has been heard from.  

In the sensor fields, all sensors have 4 active levels assigned.  White, yellow, green, red. In general, 

White indicates off, Yellow – below normal range, Green – normal operating range, Red above normal 

operating range.  In some cases, devices may have multiple modes and colors are used for the various 

states and are not an indication of abnormal operations. An example is with refrigerators.  White is all 

items off, yellow is refrigerator or freezer door open, green is compressor on, red is compressor on and 

refrigerator or freezer door open.   

The System Up Check Widget is refreshed by closing (X in top right) and re-activating the Widget. 
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Receiver Uptime Widget 

The Receiver Uptime Widget looks at the total system up time for the past 6 months of operation.  This 

includes the individual receiver at the facility, the internet connectivity between the facility and 

Birkeland Current, and the Birkeland Current Servers.   

 

This report does not have a selectable start and stop time but simply provides the overall plot of the 

daily uptime for the previous six months from when the run button was pushed.  Also displayed as a 

single value is the average uptime for the system for the full 6 months. Note that only available receivers 

for a given facility are shown in the Device List.  As can be seen in the attached example, the last point in 

the plot only represents a partial day (from time report is run) and is not representative of full day 

metrics. 
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RSSI Tracking Widget 

 The RSSI Tracking Widget displays the signal strength of an individual device over time.  RSSI 

stands for Received Signal Strength Indicator.  The plot and actions are like the Temperature Tracking 

Widget described below.  RSSI is typically used for installation and maintenance of the system and is 

typically not accessed by the end user.  RSSIs between 60 and 95 are considered typical.  Occasional 

noise in the system is normal.  Noise analysis and sustained changes in RSSI can be used to track activity 

in a room as well as device usage.  For example, the RSSI from the sensor on a dishwasher usually 

indicates a different value for when the door is open versus closed. RSSIs display as negative values in 

the Dashboard View. 

Temperature Tracking Widget 

As shown in the following images the Temperature Tracking Widget displays the current temperature 

for selected devices in the Dashboard View and temperature over time in Widget View. In this case, the 

images are showing a plot of temperature for the Hot Water usage (total facility) and master bathroom 

shower over a two-day period.  All devices report temperature so temperature in a specific room can 

also be demonstrated.  Ambient bathroom temperature for example is shown by the shower sensor 

when the shower is not in use.  
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Battery Tracking Widget 

The Battery Tracking Widget displays the battery voltage of an individual device over time.  Note that all 

devices report their DC voltage even if they are plugged into a wall outlet.  The plot and actions are like 

the Temperature Tracking Widget shown above.  Battery is typically used for installation and 

maintenance of the system and is typically not accessed by the end user.  Battery voltages between 2.6 

and 3.2 volts are considered nominal.  The selected device battery levels are not displayed at this time in 

the Dashboard View. Batteries below a certain level trigger a maintenance needed notification.  

Single Device Watts Tracking 

The Single Device Watts Tracking Widget is a little bit of a misnomer and will likely be changed in an 

upcoming version.  This Widget plots the individual sensor measurement values (most typically Watts) 

from a single selected device as a function of time.  In the Dashboard View the table shows all active 

sensors, what they are measuring, and what the last value was including their individual white, yellow, 

green, or red status as seen in the image below. In this example, we see the cable modem in nominal, 

the DVR is in low power mode (TV off) and the TV is off.  In this case the router is drawing less than 2 

watts of power. Note that if more than one device is checked from the Device List, the first device from 

the top will be used in the Widget.  

 

When the Widget is activated it operates as described in the General Section shown above.  One 

additional button is available on this Widget. A user can select for the measured data to be displayed as 

either median, maximum, or minimum for the time compressed data described in the general section.  

Raw Data is typically provided every 3-10 seconds. For a real-time plot covering 2 hours, the data is time 

compressed to 1-minute intervals.  The user can select if they want the Median, Max, or Min displayed 

for each 1-minute interval. The default is the Median however this can cause short term events like a 

quick refrigerator door opening to be missed. Switching to Max will display the short-term events.  In 

most cases there will be little or no change in the data.  
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   Total Watts Tracking 

Like the previous Widget, the Total Watts Tracking Widget name is a little bit of a misnomer and will 

likely be changed in an upcoming version.  This Widget plots the summed total of all sensor 

measurements from a single selected device as a function of time.  Typically, the sensors being plotted 

are power sensors resulting in Watts (leading to the name), but in many cases it may be something 

other than Watts such as ambient light levels or temperatures. The advantage here is that you can plot 

multiple devices against each other to see correlations in activity.  There is no summary data in the 

Dashboard View for this Widget.   

 

In the first example shown below, we can see the correlation of the stove and the refrigerator door.  The 

light blue stove wattage shows the cycling of the burner on and off during use. At the beginning of the 

stove usage, we see the refrigerator door open for approximately 45 seconds (typically gathering 

ingredients) and then at the end of the stove use the refrigerator door is open for approximately 5 

seconds (typically putting something back).   

In the second example shown below, we can see the correlation of toilet usage (light blue tall spikes) 

with hot water usage (total house, dark blue). In this case, all 7 toilet uses have a corresponding hot 

water usage indicating a personal behavior of hand washing after restroom usage.  Note that the plot is 

the summation of all sensors for a device.  In the case of the bathroom device, this includes a float 
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sensor on the toilet, a temperature sensor, and an ambient light sensor. The circled light blue smaller 

spike indicates the bathroom light being turned on.  In this plot, the light was turned on 9 times, only 7 

of which included flushing the toilet and hand washing. The two events where the user entered the 

restroom for some other purpose are circled.  

The third plot below show the detailed timing of the events by narrowing the plot to just one hour 

around a single event (green outline).  This is the same data as shown in the second plot and shows the 

bathroom light coming on first (light blue first level), then the toilet flushing (light blue second level), 

then the hot water being used (dark blue).  Use of the Single Device Widget would separate the light 

from the toilet sensor even more distinctly through different colors if so desired.  

Up to 10 devices can be plotted against each other using this Widget.  All controls work as described in 

General Controls section above.  
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   Bathroom Habits Widget 

These next few Widgets are device use tracking widgets but are specialty plots for specific activity and 

display the data as daily summary activities.  Currently, the various Habits Widgets do not provide any 

additional information in the Dashboard View.  It should also be noted that if multiple people use a 

common device, the data does not currently separate individuals.   

 

In the Widget View, a user can select from relevant devices to plot a chart showing daily summary 

behavior against statistically normal activity for that device over the past 30 days.  User selection of start 
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and stop dates are not available in Habits Widgets to simplify the standard reporting. Once a device is 

selected the user should push the Run button to display the chart.  

In the example below, green is normal behavior, yellow is potentially concerning behavior, and red 

indicates a high probability of abnormal behavior (>99% confidence).  In the example shown, the Hover 

indicates the day of concern and the number of events on that day.  In this example, the individual 

involved confirmed they were not feeling well on the day showing red. More specifically they were not 

feeling well that morning, which was also indicated by the data using the other widgets.  

 

Shower Habits Widget 

The Shower Habits Widget works the same as the Bathroom Habits Widget but provides the summary 

behavior for the past 30 days on shower/bath usage relative to this household’s standard behavior. Only 

relevant shower devices are displayed and selectable in the Device List.  The example below shows 

usage for a working couple. Normal behavior in this case was for one shower per day with occasionally 2 

shower days.  The Hover example indicates typical behavior in this household of no showers on 

Saturdays.  
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Sleeping Habits Widget 

The Sleeping Habits Widget works in a similar way as the Bathroom Habits Widget but provides the 

summary behavior for the past 30 days on both the sleeping and nightly bed usage relative to an 

individual’s standard behavior.  Like the other Habits Widgets, only relevant devices are displayed and 

selectable from the Device List.   

There is significantly greater information associated with this plot than the other Habits Widgets and 

care should be taken in interpretation of the data.   

First, there are two plots shown.  The dark blue line is the actual hours in bed per night.  The light blue 

line is the time between first going to bed and finally getting out of bed for the day.  The difference 

between the light blue and the dark blue lines is the time spent out of bed each night.   

Secondly, the red, yellow, and green bands are relative to the time in bed per night – not the time 

between bed time and wake time.   

Third, the Hover on the light blue line shows when the system believes the individual went to bed for 

the night and shows the time the individual got up for the day as well as the hours between the two.  

The Hover shown in the example indicates on 2/8/19 the individual went to bed at 9:18 pm and got up 

for the day at 10:37 am the following day for a total of 13.32 hours between these times. The Hover on 

the dark blue line (not shown) shows the time the individual went to bed for the night and the total time 

physically in bed for the date selected.  

Fourth, the system attempts to accurately determine first time in bed and last time out of bed for a 

given night. As can be seen in the plots below, if the individual has a nap, the indication typically shows 

in the white section (highlighted by the red circle) with the duration of the nap highlighted in the green 

circle.  Depending on when the nap is taken, the nap could look like just a significant time out of bed on 

either the day before or after.  Use of the other widgets to discern detailed behavior may be necessary 

in these circumstances.  

Finally, care should be taken relative to the last data point on the plot.  If the individual is still in bed or 

has already gone to bed when the plot is run, then the indication may provide a false timing for that day.  
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If the individual has already gotten up and has not gone back to bed, then the final data point should be 

accurate.  

 

Location Widgets 

The next several Widgets are associated with location mapping.  Location widgets show both physical 

context for the facility, location of the various devices being measured, and mapping of individuals as 

they move within the facility.  The system is capable of mapping at roughly 5 second intervals.  For 

display, accuracy, and processing time considerations, all the web-based widgets only display the data 

on 30 second updates.   

The Location Layout Widget shows the overall facility floor plan and provides the individual room 

definitions used in other location widget reports and in separately available Amazon Echo skills.  In the 

left image below, blue Information Circles are shown for each of the defined rooms (i.e. red circle 

highlight).  When the cursor is placed on an Information Circle¸ the defined boundaries of the room are 

displayed (green emphasis) and information on the room name and position is displayed in the 

Information Bar at the right side of the Widget (yellow circle).     
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In addition to the room names, all sensor devices are shown in their physical location.  Various icons are 

used to show each type of device (power strip, battery operated device, etc.)  Devices that have not 

been updated in the past 30 seconds show grey.  Icons that have been heard in the past 30 seconds 

follow the white, yellow, green, and red levels described previously.  Note that the color indicates the 

highest level of any sensor in the device.  For example, if a device is a power strip with 4 items plugged 

in and 3 of the items are showing green and one is showing red, the icon will show red.   

Individual sensor status is displayed by the cursor Hover function. In the example below, the cursor is 

placed over the power strip circled in red (which also places a red target on the item activated).  The 

detailed information including which device sets the icon color is shown in the Information Bar circled in 

green.  In this case the power strip is showing yellow based on the computer docking station being in 

standby mode.  

Finally, the image below shows an example of a multi-story home and indicates each floor separately in 

the same Widget window. Reloading the image using the button at the bottom of the Widget provides a 

manual refresh to the latest data.  This Widget does not refresh automatically. 
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The RTLS Tracking Widget shows the overall facility floor plan with the individual devices in the same 

way as described in the Locations Layout Widget above.  The Hover function for devices also works the 

same way as the Location Layout Widget described above.  Instead of showing room locations however, 

the RTLS Tracking Widget displays the physical location shown as a human icon (red circle in image 

below) for each tag selected from the device list.  By selecting various tags from the Device List and 

pushing the Start/Stop Live Updates button (green circle), the widget will automatically refresh both 

location information and device status once per minute.  The time and date of the current display will 

show in the top right-hand area of the widget (green emphasis). Finally, Hovering over a human icon 

provides the information on the tag in the Information Bar (yellow circle) and also shows a 

representative white circle for absolute location error of the tag – typically a 4-6-foot radius.  

 

The RTLS Tracking Widget can also display historic movement and device interaction. To accomplish this, 

the desired start and stop time needs to be entered in the fields circled in purple above and the Begin 

Historic Updates button needs to be pushed. Note that you need to push the Stop Live Updates button 

prior to starting the historical mode.  In Historic mode, the page will walk from the start to the stop 

times in one-minute refresh intervals approximately every 5 seconds. Using the Stop Historic Update 

button between refreshes will halt the clock at that point until you resume.  

Located in Room 

The Located in Room widget provides a graphical representation of location by room for one or more 

tags (people) in a facility over time.  This is a way to visualize active versus in-active times, show times 

when an individual is outside of the facility, show where an individual spends their time, and show how 

two or more individuals interact.  Each point on the plots represents the room location for a given 

individual at that 30 second interval in time. Each room is represented by an assigned number resulting 

in a horizontal line at that room number for periods on inactivity.  Movement between rooms shows as 

a vertical scatter of points plotted.  
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Start and Stop times are entered in the fields provided and the Run button is pushed to generate the 

plot.  If no Start and Stop times are entered, then the system defaults to the previous 2-hour time 

period.  Selecting more than one tag will provide the same plot with the two or more colors slightly 

offset. Hovering over a given point will provide the exact time and the room name as shown below.  

The first example shown below is a plot of a single day’s activity for a single tag (red circle).  In this 

example, the individual was stationary from midnight in room #8 one of the bedrooms (green 

emphasis). At 5:56 am (from hover not shown) the individual began to move throughout the house as 

seen by movement between rooms shown in yellow.  During this time, other Widget data shows TV use, 

meal preparation, showering, etc.  that corresponds to the room locations shown.  At approximately 

8:30 am until 7:23 pm, the tag is not recorded as it has left the facility (purple gap).  From 7:23 to 8:30 

pm the individual moves between the kitchen, dining room, and living room (black outline) settling in to 

the living room from approximately 8:30 pm – 11 pm (watching TV from other data) before retiring back 

to the bedroom (green area on right).  Use of the Hover in this plot is necessary to fully interpret the 

data.  This plot is often used as a general guide to confirm activity and location for a specific individual.  

 

The next image shows an example of interaction between two tags.  In this example a senior is the light 

blue data and the caregiver is the dark blue circle.  The time scale is shown in the start and stop time 

and constitutes a single day from 6 am to midnight.  In this case, the caregiver arrives just after noon 

interacting until approximately 2 pm at which point both the senior and the caregiver depart the facility 

together and return together at approximately 5:50 pm. The caregiver then departs by themselves at 

6:00 pm.   
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Ptag Report 

The Ptag Report (or Personal Tag Report) Widget generates a detailed daily report for selected tags from 

the Tag List (red line) based on the Start and Stop dates (green area). If desired, the report can also 

include room level interactions from the primary tag to one or more secondary tag (yellow area).  When 

the Run button is pushed, a separate daily report is generated and listed in the output area (purple 

area). Each report can be clicked on for additional details shown in the next image.  

 

 

Upon clicking on a daily report, the report expands to show both summary data (red line) and available 

additional sections (green line).  
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Upon clicking on the additional report information, this expands to show the detailed information for 

that section.  Shown below is the time spent in each room (red area).  

 

The next image shows the interaction with another tag as well as the time spent out of the house and 

the receiver up time report for the day.  The last two items are necessary for accurately interpreting the 

detailed information in the other sections.  For example, the visit shown on 2/11/19 shows the tag was 

seen from midnight to midnight but the tag was away from the home from 7:42 am – 6:28 pm.  Because 

the system was up the entire day, the conclusion is that the individual was accurately assessed for 

location during the times they were in the facility (see above), but the summary data that the visit lasted 

23 hours and 60 minutes must be adjusted for the time away from the home.  The intent of the report is 

to provide daily records of caregivers coming and going during the week.    
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4. Known Bugs and Errors 
 

As with any new development there are several bugs and errors in this web-based system. 

Occasionally a user might experience a crash especially when looking at many weeks or months of 

data.  In the event of a crash, simply reload the primary web page and log back into the system.  

We are continually updating the web-site to correct issues and add functionality.  A summary display 

of changes made since the last time a user logged into the web-site will be automatically shown.  

Simply review the message and close the window to go to the Dashboard View.  If additional 

functionality is added, please refer to the latest version of this User’s Guide on the Birkeland Current 

web-site to see a detailed description of the added features.  

 


